
- Wire Cuers
- So Mallet
- big and small
Phillips Screwdriver
- Rachet
- Extension

- 19mm Socket
- Zip Ties
- Locte

-  12mm Socket
(for SXR 1500)Watch video for more details.

Move the steering plate lock to lock and make sure all the cables are not
moving or becoming ght inside the boot. 

Reconnect the start / stop cable and secure the cable to the 
original mounng points.

Tighten down the bracket bolts using Locte.

Reconnect the throle to the throle drum.

Reinsert the cables and line into the boot’s spacer.

Take it out for a couple rides. Aerwards, double check your bolts.

Reinstall the steering cable bracket by slipping the cable into the hooks on
the bracket. Then rotate the bracket right into the slot.
     For the 1500, you will need to reinstall the cable bracket spacers.

Disconnect the throle cable from the throle drum on the carbs.
Reconnect the throle cable to the lever.

Le and right direcons are from the rider’s posion, facing forward. 

Remove the pivot bolt nut and pivot bolt from the bracket.

Pull the start/stop cable out through the boot.

Pull out the start/stop wires and remove the 4 bolts holding onthe OEM steering
subplate.

Use the two holes on the back to thread the lower steering subplate bolts in. Start
all by hand and then ghten all 4 bolts.

The steering cable will need to be routed through the two larger holes in the boom
side of the pole.

Slide the pole into the handlepole bracket and slide the pivot bolt through
the first bushing.

Reinstall the pivot bolt through the spring and ghten. Replace the end nut
For the 1500, reghten the handlepole bracket to the deck.

Slide the pole towards the tray, remove the spring, and cut the e holding the rubber
boot and line spacer. Remove the line spacer.

Feed the steering cable through the roung tube in the OEM pole. Pull handlepole 
away from pole bracket to release the steering cable.

Transfer the OEM steering subplate to the ProLite pole and feed the start/stop wires
through the le side of the ProLite pole.

Feed the throle cable through the le side and then the steering cable through the
right side of the pole. Route the fuel vent tube on either side.

Slide the start/stop cable through the boot.


